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In many models, stability of dark matter particles D (with mass MD) is ensured by a new conserved
quantum number which we call the D-parity. We consider models which also contain charged D-odd
particle D± (with mass M±). We study the process e+e− → D+D− followed by decay of D± to D
and gauge bosons W (either on-shell or off-shell). Measuring the end points of the energy distribution
of W 's would determine MD and M±. However, the hadron mode of W decay would lead to low
precision in this measurement, while the information from the lepton mode looks incomplete.

We show that it is sufˇcient to measure the energy distribution of a single lepton (for deˇniteness
μ) in the process e+e− → μ + 2 jets + large missing ET . The well identiˇed singularities in this
distribution allow for determination of MD and M± with a high precision. After that, measuring the
corresponding cross section will allow one to determine the spin of D particles.

‚μ ³´μ£¨Ì ³μ¤¥²ÖÌ ¸É ¡¨²Ó´μ¸ÉÓ Î ¸É¨Í É¥³´μ° ³ É¥·¨¨ D (¸ ³ ¸¸μ° MD) μ¡¥¸¶¥Î¨¢ ¥É¸Ö
¸μÌ· ´¥´¨¥³ ´μ¢μ£μ ±¢ ´Éμ¢μ£μ Î¨¸² , ±μÉμ·μ¥ ³Ò ´ §Ò¢ ¥³ §¤¥¸Ó D-Î¥É´μ¸ÉÓÕ. � ¸¸³ É·¨¢ ÕÉ¸Ö
³μ¤¥²¨, ±μÉμ·Ò¥ ¸μ¤¥·¦ É ¥Ð¥ ¨ § ·Ö¦¥´´Ò¥ D-´¥Î¥É´Ò¥ Î ¸É¨ÍÒ D± (¸ ³ ¸¸μ° M±). ŒÒ ¨§ÊÎ ¥³
¶·μÍ¥¸¸ e+e− → D+D− ¸ ¶μ¸²¥¤ÊÕÐ¨³ · ¸¶ ¤μ³ ´  D ¨ W (·¥ ²Ó´Ò° ¨²¨ ¢¨·ÉÊ ²Ó´Ò°).
ˆ§³¥·¥´¨¥ ±μ´Í¥¢ÒÌ ÉμÎ¥± Ô´¥·£¥É¨Î¥¸±μ£μ · ¸¶·¥¤¥²¥´¨Ö W ¶μ§¢μ²¨²μ ¡Ò μ¶·¥¤¥²¨ÉÓ ³ ¸¸Ò MD

¨ M±. �¤´ ±μ ¨¸¶μ²Ó§μ¢ ´¨¥  ¤·μ´´μ° ³μ¤Ò · ¸¶ ¤  W ³μ¦¥É ¶·¥É¥´¤μ¢ ÉÓ Éμ²Ó±μ ´  ´¨§±ÊÕ
ÉμÎ´μ¸ÉÓ ¢ ÔÉ¨Ì ³ ¸¸ Ì,   ¨´Ëμ·³ Í¨Ö ¨§ ²¥¶Éμ´´ÒÌ ³μ¤ ± ¦¥É¸Ö ´¥¤μ¸É ÉμÎ´μ°.

ŒÒ ¶μ± §Ò¢ ¥³, ÎÉμ ¤μ¸É ÉμÎ´μ ¨§³¥·¨ÉÓ Ô´¥·£¥É¨Î¥¸±μ¥ · ¸¶·¥¤¥²¥´¨¥ ¥¤¨´¨Î´μ£μ ³Õμ´ 
¢ ¶·μÍ¥¸¸¥ e+e− → μ + 2 jets + ¡μ²ÓÏ Ö ¶μÉ¥·Ö´´ Ö ¶μ¶¥·¥Î´ Ö Ô´¥·£¨Ö. •μ·μÏμ ¢Ò¤¥²Ö¥³Ò¥
μ¸μ¡Ò¥ ÉμÎ±¨ ÔÉμ£μ · ¸¶·¥¤¥²¥´¨Ö ¶μ§¢μ²ÖÕÉ μ¶·¥¤¥²¨ÉÓ MD ¨ M± ¸ Ìμ·μÏ¥° ÉμÎ´μ¸ÉÓÕ. �μ¸²¥
ÔÉμ£μ ¨§³¥·¥´¨¥ ¸μμÉ¢¥É¸É¢ÊÕÐ¥£μ ¶μ²´μ£μ ¸¥Î¥´¨Ö ¶μ§¢μ²Ö¥É μ¶·¥¤¥²¨ÉÓ ¸¶¨´ D-Î ¸É¨Í.

PACS: 14.80.-j; 14.80.Ly; 12.60.-i; 12.60.Jv

INTRODUCTION

In many models Dark Matter (DM) consists of DM particles (DMP) D similar to the SM
particles. In these models DMP is stable due to conservation of a new discrete quantum
number denoted below as the D-parity. This is a multiplicative quantum number which can
be +1 (D-even particles) or −1 (D-odd particles). All particles known so far are D-even,
while the DM particle is assumed to be D-odd. We consider models in which in addition to
the neutral D-odd particle D with mass MD there is a charged D-odd particle D± with mass
M± > MD. We also allow one additional neutral D-odd particle DA with mass MA > MD.

1E-mail: ginzburg@math.nsc.ru
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These D particles have identical spin 1 sD = 0 or 1/2. In these models the D particles interact
with the SM particles only via the covariant derivative in the kinetic term of the Lagrangian,
that is via gauge interactions with the standard electroweak gauge couplings g and g′ (in some
cases, up to weights given by mixing angles of the model): D+D−γ, D+D−Z, D+DW−,
DADZ, D±DAW∓. In the numerical calculations and estimates we assume that the masses
of D particles differ from each other by more than 3Ä5 GeV.

Discovery of such candidates for DMP and other D-odd particles and measuring their
properties is an important problem for the collider physics. At the LHC it is difˇcult to
expect high precision in the DMP mass measurement and to propose a robust procedure for
ˇnding its spin. Linear e+e− colliders, ILC or CLIC, would open this window for a wide
class of models. Two main processes for production of D particles at ILC/CLIC are crucial
for their discovery and measurement of their masses and spin,

e+e− → D+D−, (1)

e+e− → DDA. (2)

Once produced, D± and DA quickly decay into DW± and DZ with either on-shell or off-
shell W or Z. The off-shell W ∗ or Z∗ is understood as dileptonic or diquark (dijet) state
with quantum numbers of W or Z and the effective mass M∗. If M± > MA, the cascade
decay D+ → W+DA → W+ZD is possible as well. If M± < MA, the cascade decay
DA → W±D∓ → W+W−D is possible.

Non-observation of process (1) at LEP II implies that M± > 80 GeV [3]. The DMP mass
is limited by its stability during life of Universe [4, 5].

The cross sections of processes (1), (2) are of the same order as the reference quantity
σ0 ≡ σ(e+e− → γ → μ+μ−) = 4πα2/3s. Note that the total cross section of the e+e−

annihilation at the ILC (including processes e+e− → ZZ and e+e− → WW ) is ∼ 10σ0.

The end points in the energy distributions of dijets or dileptons, representing W or Z in
the main decay, can be used for ˇnding masses M± and MD or MA and MD, respectively,
see, e.g., [5]. Unfortunately, due to well-known uncertainties in the measurement of individual
jet energies, this method will have low accuracy for dijet (qq̄) modes. With leptons, one can
count on higher precision in energy distribution. It can be used for measuring MD and MA,
if these masses are in the attainability domain for reaction (2). However, the study of this
process cannot be used for measuring spin sD.

The process (1) with decay D± → DW± gives only one lepton from the pair, representing
the W , and the method based on end points cannot be applied directly. We found that the
energy distribution of single muons in the ˇnal state (dijet + μ (e) + nothing) has enough
singular points for determining through them the masses M± and MD. After that, one can
determine the spin sD.

1The well-known example of such a model with sD = 1/2 is MSSM. Here D is the lightest neutralino, DA is
another neutralino and D± is the lightest chargino [1]; D-parity being another name for the R-parity.

In the inert doublet model (IDM) [2] sD = 0. In addition to the Higgs doublet φS , the same as in SM, the IDM
contains another scalar doublet φD with zero vacuum expectation value and no coupling to fermions. The components
of φD form massive D-odd particles: a charged D± and two neutrals DA and D, the latter being DMP.
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1. THE PROCESS e+e− → D+D−

1.1. Basics. To set kinematical notation, we introduce the energies, γ factors and velocities
of D± in c.m.s. for e+e− as

E± = E =
√

s

2
, γ+ =

E

M+
, β+ =

√
1 −

M2
+

E2
. (3)

The cross section of this process is a signiˇcant part of the total e+e− annihilation cross
section at ILC (see Table 1 and Fig. 1). Main part of this cross section is given by model-
independent QED contribution of photon exchange; the model-dependent contribution of Z
exchange at

√
s > 200 GeV contributes less than 30% to the total cross section. Neglecting

small quantity 1/4 − sin2 θW , we have (here Z exchange contribution is calculated for the
weak isodoublet scalar or fermion)

σ(e+e− → D+D−) = σ0β+

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
3 − β2

+

2
+ rZdZβ2

+

] (
sD =

1
2

)
,

β2
+

4
[
1 + 4rZdZ cos2(2θW )

]
(sD = 0) ,

rZ = (2 sin (2θW ))−4 = 0.124, dZ =
(

1 − M2
Z

s

)−2

.

(4)

Fig. 1. The σ(e+e− → D+D−)/σ0 depen-

dence on E, M± = 150 GeV, upper curve Å
sD = 1/2, lower curve Å sD = 0

Table 1

E, GeV M+, GeV EW
up EW

d sD σ/σ0

100 80 47 20.1
0 0.066

1/2 0.84

250 80 137 30.8
0 0.245

1/2 1.107

250 150 195.4 98.6
0 0.169

1/2 1.02

250 200 193.6 81.2
0 0.062

1/2 0.82

1.2. The Case without DA or at MA > M± > MD. Observable Final States. Signature.
The main decay channel for D± is D± → DW± and the observable process is

e+e− → D+D− → DDW+W−. (5)

The ˇnal state observed in the detector contains only decay products of both W 's and nothing
else. In contrast to direct production of W+W− pair, this ˇnal state is also characterized by a
large missing transverse energy /ET (which to a good approximation is equal to minus the total
transverse momentum of detected particles). This means that a large transverse momentum is
carried away by the undetected neutrinos and also by the neutral and stable D particles.
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• At M± − MD > MW we deal with production of real W with the well-known decay
channels and branching ratios [5]. The fraction of events with two dijets from hadronic decays
for both W 's is 0.6762 ≈ 0.45. The fraction of events with one dijet from qq̄ decay of W∓

plus � = μ, e from lepton decay of W± is 2 · 0.676 · 2 · (1 + 0.17) · 0.108 ≈ 0.33 (here 0.17
is a fraction of μ or e from the decay of τ ).

• If M±−MD < MW , we deal with a decay to an off-shell W ∗, whose effective mass is
M∗ � M+ −MD. At M∗ > 4 GeV the decay modes and branching ratios for W ∗ decay are
practically the same as for the on-shell W . At lower M∗ the cs̄ contribution decreases, and
the corresponding BRs are naturally modiˇed. The considered process has a clean signature:

Two dijets or one dijet plus e or μ with large /ET + nothing with the total
energy for each dijet or lepton lower than E. The effective mass of each dijet is
� MW . The missing mass of particles escaping observation is large. Typically
these dijets (or a dijet and a lepton) move in the opposite hemispheres.

(6)

All these events must be considered when determining the total cross section. The
fraction of these events with the ˇnal state (dijet + μ(e) + nothing) must be considered
when determining masses.

1.3. W Energy Distribution
• If M+ − MD > MW , the effective mass of the qq̄ or �ν pair is MW . In the rest frame

of D± we deal with a 2-particle decay D± → DW± with energy and momentum of W :

Er
W =

M2
+ + M2

W − M2
D

2M+
, pr

W =
Δ(M2

+, M2
W , M2

D)
2M+

,

Δ(s, s1, s2) =
√

s2 + s2
1 + s2

2 − 2ss1 − 2ss2 − 2s1s2.

(7)

Denoting by θ the W+ escape angle in the D+ rest frame with respect to the direction
of D+ motion in the lab frame and using c ≡ cos θ, we have the energy of W+ in the lab
frame EL

W = γ+(Er
W + cβ+pr

W ). Therefore, the energy of �ν pairs or dijets from W decay
lie within the interval [5] (see Table 1 for numerical examples)

E > EL,up
W = γ+(Er

W + β+pr
W ) � EL

W � EL,d
W = γ+(Er

W − β+pr
W ). (8)

This distribution is uniform in energy, dσ/dEL
W = const. At sD = 0 it is evident since D±

decay in the rest frame is isotropic. At sD = 1/2 this uniformity appears after D± production
angle averaging.

• If M+ − MD < MW , we deal with the decay D± → DW ∗±. At each value M∗ of the
effective mass of W ∗, the energy and momentum of W ∗ in the D± rest frame are given by
Eq. (7) and in the lab frame by Eq. (8) with MW → M∗. In particular, at the boundaries of
the M∗ interval, the end point values of energy distribution of dijets are

EL,up; d
W (M∗ = 0) = γ+(1 ± β+)

M2
± − M2

D

2M±
,

EL,up
W (M∗ = M± − MD) = EL,d

W (M∗ = M± − MD) = γ+(M± − MD).
(9)
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The effective mass M∗-distribution of the �ν pairs or dijets (qq̄) is given by the spin-
dependent factor RsDdM∗ (we neglect small 1/4 − sin2 θW ):

R0 =
p∗3 M∗

(M2
W − M∗2)2

,

R1/2 =
[
2(M2

± + M2
D − M∗2)

(M2
W − M∗2)2

−
(M2

± + M2
D)M∗2 − (M2

± − M2
D)2

(M2
W − M∗2)2M2

W

]
p∗ M∗.

(10)

1.4. The Lepton Energy Distribution from the Cascade Decay D+ → DW+ → D�+ν
(for deˇniteness, � = μ; muon mass neglected)

• If M+ − MD > MW , the muon energy and momentum in the rest frame of W are
MW /2. The γ-factor and the velocity of W in the lab frame are γWL = EL

W /MW and

βWL ≡
√

1 − γ−2
WL. Just as above, denoting by θ1 the escape angle of μ relative to the

direction of the W in the lab frame and c1 = cos θ1, we ˇnd that for given value EL
W , the

muon energy lies within the interval EWL
μ+ � Eμ � EWL

μ− , where

EWL
μ(±) =

1
2
EL

W (1 ± βWL) =
1
2

(
EL

W ±
√

(EL
W )2 − M2

W

)
.

As the energy EL
W decreases, the interval shrinks too. For any ˇxed value of EL

W , the muon
energy distribution is uniform. Therefore, when taking into account all possible EL

W , (8), we
ˇnd the overall range of muon energies � Eμ � EL

μ−, where

EL
μ± =

1
2

(
EL,up

W ±
√

(EL,up
W )2 − M2

W

)
. (11)

The total density of states within this interval increases monotonically from outer limits up to
the energies which correspond to EL,d

W (see Fig. 2)

Eμ(s±) =
1
2

(
EL,d

W ±
√

(EL,d
W )2 − M2

W

)
. (12)

• If M+ − MD < MW , the D± decays to D and an off-shell W ∗ with an effective mass
M∗. The calculations, similar to above, for each M∗ � M+ − MD with Eq. (9) taken into
account, show that the muon energies lie within the interval, appearing at M∗ = 0:(

E∗
μ(+) = γ+(1 + β+)

M2
+ − M2

D

2M+
, E∗

μ(−) = 0
)

. (13)

Similarly to the previous discussion, increase of M∗ leads to a downward shift of the upper
bound of the interval, and the upward shift of its lower bound. Therefore, the density of
states in muon energy increases monotonically with decreasing of energy from E∗

μ(+) up to
the maximum at

EL
μs = γ+(1 + β+)(M+ − MD)/2. (14)

This density is calculated by convolution of the kinematically deˇned distribution like Fig. 2
with the effective mass distribution (10). The result is shown in Fig. 3. Its important feature
is a rather sharp peak at E = EL

μs for each value of spin sD.
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Fig. 2. The muon energy distribution at E =

250 GeV, MD = 50 GeV, M± = 150 GeV (on-
shell W )

Fig. 3. The normalized muon energy distribu-

tion at E = 250 GeV, MD = 50 GeV, M± =

120 GeV (off-shell W ). The upper and lower

peaks are for sD = 0 and sD = 1/2, respectively

1.5. The Background
BW1. The process e+e− → W+W− gives in principle the same ˇnal state as our

process (5). However, this process has many features that are not compatible with the
signature (6) (see also Table 1). (A) Energy of each dijet equals E. (B) For the detected
ˇnal state dijet+dijet, the observed /ET will be low (ideally, zero). (C) For the detected
ˇnal state dijet+lepton, the missing mass of the unobserved state will be low (ideally, zero).
These differences allow for exclusion of the process BW1 with good conˇdence. Even those
few events coming from the tails of the distributions that can pass the kinematical cuts will
give muons uniformly distributed in the energy interval between (E −

√
E2 − M2

W )/2 and

(E +
√

E2 − M2
W )/2, which is wider than the one described above. This small background

can be easily eliminated from the observed energy distribution of muons.
BW2. In other SM processes where ˇnal states satisfying criterion (6) are produced, the

large /ET is carried away by additional neutrinos. The corresponding cross section is at least
g2/4π or g′2/4π smaller than σ0, where g and g′ are electroweak coupling constants and
g2/4π ∼ g′2/4π ∼ α. Therefore, the cross sections of these background processes are about
one order of magnitude smaller than the signal cross section.

BW3. The decay channel W → τν → μννν (BR = 17%). The energy of muon
produced in this cascade decay lies between 0 and Mτ/2 in the τ rest frame. These muons
change the estimated distributions by a small correction (17%, distributed over energy interval
by a law 2(3 − 2ε)ε2dε, where ε is ratio of muon energy in the τ rest frame to mτ/2). This
contribution is a smooth distribution with no cusps, and therefore it can be considered as
small correction in numerical simulation.

BW4. The process e+e− → Z → DDA → DD±W∓ → DDW+W−, at ˇrst glance,
could represent a signiˇcant background to the phenomenon we consider. In reality, it is not
so important due to several reasons. (A) Its cross section is lower than that of our process
e+e− → D+D− → DDW+W− by about one order of magnitude. This is because the DDA

production cross section is typically 3Ä5 times smaller than for the D+D− production even
at MA ≈ M±. Besides, BR(DA → D±W∓) is less than 1/2 due to the lower phase space as
compared with the main decay DA → DZ. (B) In the process BW4 all recorded particles
move in one hemisphere in contrast to the process (5), where they are back to back, (6). (C) In
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the process BW4 the total energy of recorded particles is lower than the beam energy E,
while in the process (5) the total energy is larger than E for most events.

1.6. The Case M± > MA > MD. Additional Observable Final States. In this case
one more decay chain is allowed, D± → DAW± → DZW±. The decay D± → DAW±

is described by the same equation as D± → DW±. Its probability is lower than that
of D± → DW± due to the smaller ˇnal phase space, i.e.,

BR (D+ → DAW+) < 0.5. (15)

In addition to the basic process (5), the list of ˇnal states now contains products of W
or Z decays from the following cascade processes:

e+e− → D+D− →
{

DAW±DW∓ → DDW+W−Z, (b)
DAW+DAW− → DDW+W−ZZ. (c) (16)

The signature of these ˇnal states is rather simple and is similar to (6):

3 or 4 dijets, or fewer dijets plus 1 to 5 leptons with large /ET + nothing.
The missing mass of particles escaping observation is large. The observed
cluster in two groups moving in the opposite hemispheres, each of them
having the total energy less than E.

(17)

1.7. One More Impact to Muon Distribution. For a generic Z decay, the processes (16)
will be distinguishable from process (5). However, Z bosons can decay invisibly, (Z → νν̄),
with branching ratio BR = 20%. Therefore, the processes (16) with invisibly decaying
Z's will look as (5). They contribute additional events to the ˇnal state with signature
dijet +μ+ nothing, which will be used for measuring MD and M±. This effect should be
taken into account only after observation of the more probable process with signature (17).

In accordance with (15), for each ˇnal state (dijet +μ+ nothing) the relative fraction of
these ®wrong¯ muons is less than 1/6. The energy distributions of leptons in these processes
are described by the same equations as for the main process e+e− → DDW+W− with
the natural change MD → MA. Therefore, distributions shown in Figs. 2 and 3 will be
modiˇed by contributions of the same shape but which are narrower and lower. Either these
contributions will be negligible or one can extract them from the data to verify the value MD

and to determine MA.

2. THE PROCESS e+e− → DDA

If the process e+e− → DDA is kinematically allowed, the location of the end points in
the energy distribution of dileptons from the decay DA → DZ will give masses MD and MA

with a good accuracy. However, even if MD and MA are known, the cross section of (2)
strongly depends on details of the model and cannot be used for comparison of models and
determination of sD.

2.1. Basics. The energies, γ factors and velocities of DA and D in c.m.s. for e+e− are

EA =
s + M2

A − M2
D

4E
≡ εAE, ED =

s − M2
A + M2

D

4E
≡ εDE,

pA = pD =
Δ(s, M2

A, M2
D)

4E
, γA =

EA

MA
, βA =

pA

EA
, εA + εD = 2.

(18)
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The cross section of the reaction at MA ∼ M± is lower than (4), and is of the order
of few percent of the total e+e− annihilation cross section at ILC. In the IDM (with spin
sD = 0) it is (cf. (4))

σ(e+e− → DDA) = σ0rZdZβAεAβ2
Aε2

A. (19)

For spin 1/2 (e.g., in MSSM) the result depends on the nature of the D particle (Dirac or
Majorana fermion), on mixing angles, etc.

Table 2. The cross section σ(e+e− → DDA) in IDM and the end point energies at various beam
energies and masses MA for ˇxed MD = 50 GeV. The end point energies for MA = 80 GeV are
presented for the case M∗ = 20 GeV

E, GeV MA, GeV σ/σ0 Eup EW
d

100 80 0.082 53.73 20.01

250 80 0.117 139.4 31.2

250 150 0.0945 206.3 133.4

250 200 0.0735 236 93

250 300 0.031 247 112

2.2. Observable Final State. Signature. The main decay channel of DA is DZ. In this
channel, the observed ˇnal state contains decay products of the Z + nothing and a large
missing transverse energy /ET , which is carried away by the neutral and stable D particle.

• At MA − MD > MZ we deal with production of real Z with well-known decay
channels and branching ratios [5]. If MA − MD < MZ , the decay involves the off-shell Z,
DA → DZ∗, whose decay modes and branching ratios are nearly the same as for on-shell Z.
At M∗ � 10 GeV the bb̄ contribution disappears, and the corresponding BRs are naturally
modiˇed.

The signature of this process in the Z-decay modes which are suitable for its observation
(76% from total cross section) is clear:

An e+e− or μ+μ− pair or a quark dijet with large /ET + nothing.
The effective mass of this pair or a dijet is either MZ or lower than
MZ with identical distribution over all modes; its total energy is lower
than E. The missing mass of undetected particles is large.

(20)

• At MA > M±, an additional decay channel is possible, DA → D±W∓, producing the
cascade reaction e+e− → Z → DDA → DD±W∓ → DDW+W−. The BR for this cascade
process, BR (AW ) < 0.5, since the smaller ˇnal phase space at the ˇrst stage of cascade.
This process differs from the main process e+e− → DDZ, which can be used to ˇnd MD,
MA. Its role as source of background is discussed below.

2.3. The Z-Boson Energy Distribution
• If MA−MD > MZ , the effective mass of a dilepton or dijet (qq̄ pair) is MZ . In the rest

frame of DA we deal with the 2-particle decay DA → DZ with the energy and momentum
of the Z boson (compare with (7)):

Er
Z =

M2
A + M2

Z − M2
D

2MA
, pr

Z =
Δ(M2

A, M2
Z , M2

D)
2MA

. (21)
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Just as for W±, we ˇnd that energy of dilepton pairs or dijets from Z decay lies within the
interval (see Table 2 for numerical examples)

E > EZ
up = γA(Er

Z + βApr
Z) � EL

Z � EZ
d = γA(Er

Z − βApr
Z). (22)

This energy distribution is uniform.
• If MA − MD < MZ , the decay DA → DZ∗ involves an off-shell Z, and the effective

mass of dilepton or a dijet (qq̄ pair) is M∗ < MA − MD. At each value of M∗ the energy
and momentum of this dijet or dilepton in the DA rest frame can be written in the form (21)
with MZ → M∗, and the positions of the end points in the Z∗ energy distribution in the lab
frame are given by Eq. (22) with the same replacement MZ → M∗.

2.4. Background. For All Decay Modes. The Z boson decays with BR = 0.2 to invisible
ˇnal states. Such invisibly decaying Z's will be denoted as Zn. At ˇrst glance, the process
e+e− → ZZn can mimic e+e− → DDZ. However, the lepton or quark pairs in these
processes have the same energy E as the colliding electrons. Therefore, the criterion (20)
excludes such events from the analysis.

The cross section σ(e+e− → ZZn) ∼ 0.2 · 3rZσ0 ln(s/M2
Z) is of the same order as (19).

Therefore, the variants of this process with off-shell Z, giving another effective mass of
observed dijet or dilepton and respectively another value of their energy, have cross section
lower than (19). Similar estimates are valid for e+e− → μ+μ−Zn, e+e− → qq̄Zn, and
similar processes.

In other SM processes where the ˇnal states satisfy criterion (20), large /ET is carried
away by additional neutrino(s). The magnitude of the corresponding cross section is at least
g2/4π or g′2/4π less than σ0. Therefore, the background processes have cross sections which
are one order smaller than the signal cross section.

For Leptonic Modes: the following processes can give essential contribution to �+�−

spectra:
BZ1 process e+e− → DDZ → DDττ̄ → DD�1�̄2νν̄,
BZ2 cascade e+e− → DDA → DDW+W− → DD�1�̄2νν̄ (at MA > M±),
BZ3 process e+e− → �1�̄2νν̄,
BZ4 process e+e− → D+D− → DDWW → DD�1�̄2νν̄.
In all these processes, the two charged leptons are produced independently. Therefore,

e+e−, μ+μ−, e−μ+ and e+μ− pairs are produced with identical probability and identical
distributions. Hence, the combination

(e+e− + μ+μ−) − (e−μ+ + e+μ−) (23)

eliminates contribution of these processes from the energy distributions of interest. This
procedure does not spoil the accuracy of the analysis if the cross sections of these processes
after suitable cuts are kept moderate.

Process BZ1: this property is evident.
Cascade BZ2: the relative contribution of leptons from this cascade to the total μ+μ−

production is estimated simply as BR2(W → μν) · BRAW /BR (Z → μ+μ−) � 0.2.
The cross section of the process e+e− → W+W− with decays W± → �±ν to identical

leptons (BZ3) is ∼ 0.12σ0 ln (s/M2
W ), which is rather high. For our purposes, it can be

strongly reduced by applying cuts on the total energy and effective mass of dileptons (20). In
this process each of the observed leptons has energy and momentum within the interval (0; E)
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without strong correlation between directions of momenta. Therefore, the dilepton energies
and effective masses are distributed within the interval (0; 2E). At MA − MD > MZ the
anticipated events from our e+e− → DDA process are discriminated well since for these
events the effective mass of dilepton is MZ . In the general case the signature condition (20)
requires cuts E��̄ < E, M��̄ � MZ . They reduce the cross section of the process BZ2
roughly by a factor < (M2

Z/s)2 ln (s/M2
Z), which brings it below the signal cross section.

Therefore, the procedure (23) removes this background.

Process BZ4. The basic cross section of process (4) is much lower than that of BZ3. In
this process leptons are mainly back to back (6). For our purposes, the relevant cross section
is reduced by cuts on the effective mass M��̄ � MZ and the condition that both leptons move
in one hemisphere.

3. ALGORITHM FOR MEASURING MASSES AND SPIN

We summarize our analysis in an algorithmic procedure, which can be applied in order to
measure the masses and spin of D particles.

• The observation of candidates with signature (6), (17), (20) will be a clear signal of the
dark matter particles candidates.

• The study of the energy distribution of the only lepton produced in the process e+e− →
DDW+W− → dijet + μ + ν + /ET + nothing can lead to measurement of the masses MD

and M± with a good accuracy. We can meet here two opportunities.

a) In one case, this energy distribution grows from the upper and lower boundary to
the central part where it is constant in some interval (Eμ(s−),Eμ(s+)). In this case M± −
MD > MW , masses MD and M± can be calculated from the equations for singular points
Eμ(s±), (12), and the upper end point EL,up

μ , (11).

b) In the other case, the muon energy distribution grows from the upper and lower
boundary (the latter being zero) to the central peak at energy, EL

μs (14). In this case M± −
MD < MW , masses MD and M± can be calculated from equation for the singular point
EL

μs, (14), and the upper end point E∗
μ(+), (13).

• The cross section of the process e+e− → D+D− is obtained by summation over all
processes with signature (6), (17) with taking into account the known BRs for the W decay.
On the other hand, when masses M± are determined, the cross section of e+e− → D+D− is
calculated easily for each value of spin sD, (4). Note that for identical masses σ(sD = 1/2) >
4σ(sD = 0). This strong sensitivity to sD allows for determination of the spin of D particle
even if the cross section is poorly known.

• If the process e+e− → DDA → DDZ is observable, about 10% of the detected events
with signature (20) Å the ones involving dileptons e+e− and μ+μ− Å provide opportunity to
measure the masses MD and MA with a good accuracy. To perform it, one needs to measure
(a) the effective mass of each lepton pair and (b) the total energy distribution of lepton pairs
at each value of this effective mass. The end points of this energy distribution will give these
masses if Eqs. (22) etc. are considered as equations for MA, MD (cf. [5]). Note that this
process does not allow one to determine sD via the total cross section because it is strongly
model-dependent. The latter point repeats the results of [5] with some new details.
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4. COMPARING DIFFERENT COLLIDERS

The e+e− colliders have a number of advantages in studying these problems.
1. The cross section of the process (1) represents a large fraction of the total e+e−

annihilation cross section. It depends on M± and spin sD only, with a very strong sensitivity
to sD. Its experimental signature is very clean: note the word ®nothing¯ in (6), (17)). A
small associated background is given by the photonÄphoton production in the collision of ISR
and beamstrahlung photons and the two-photon production of systems X , e+e− → e+e−X .

At a hadron collider, such as the LHC, the cross section of the D+D− production
represents a much lower fraction of the total hadron cross section, and it is accompanied
with high background. Therefore, even the observation of qq̄ → D+D− process would be a
difˇcult problem.

2. The kinematics of e+e− collision is precisely known, up to ISR and beamstrahlung.
It allows one to measure singular points of the energy distribution of a single lepton (μ or e)
with a high accuracy. This opportunity is absent at the LHC. One can try to measure instead
the transverse momentum distributions of single lepton. At its best, it would allow one to
measure one quantity (for example, pmax

⊥ ), which cannot give information about two masses
MD and M±.
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